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BOOK REVIEWS
FEELINGS AND EMOTIONS. By Lawrence K. Frank. 38 pp.; INTELLI-
GENCE-STATISTICAL CONCEPTS OF ITS NATURE. By L. J. Bischof. 33 pp.;
PERCEPTION-A TRANSACTIONAL APPROACH. 33 pp. Garden City, New
York, Doubleday and Co., 1954. 85 cents each.
These booklets, in a series called the Doubleday Papers in Psychology,
are evidently intended for supplementary reading in undergraduate courses
in psychology and as separate treatments of particular topics of interest to
the general reader. The basic idea seems to me a good one, for an instructor,
or a layman seeking enlightenment on a particular topic, could from such a
series secure what he wants without having to use, purchase, or plow
through other materials not of interest at the moment. The execution of
this good basic idea is of course no easier than the writing of the perfect
textbook. Thus it is that the three papers under review do not seem at all
equal in quality or in likelihood of contributing to the purpose of the series.
The paper by Frank treats of emotions first as a mammalian function,
and as an aspect of homeostasis. The bulk of the paper, however, concerns
emotional development, treated with enough generality that many would
call this a discussion of personality development. Special attention is given
to early processes of emotional response, to the socialization of emotion, to
the role of language in emotional development, and to the major problems
in adolescence. Much clear sense is made of the origins of emotional con-
flict, repression, and society's influence upon the learning of emotions.
Emotional maturity and emotional integrity are given sensible and realistic
interpretation. The chief intellectual influence is perhaps psychoanalysis,
but elements of Lewin's psychology, the biology of growth, and other ideas
are also apparent and well integrated into the author's view. His language
is well selected, the technicalities of psychoanalytic terminology, for exam-
ple, being avoided without losing the rich meanings of the concepts. To me,
this paper is a fine example of how different disciplines and concepts can
De brought to bear upon a selected topic so that an elementary student or a
parent can read with little aid, but with substance enough that the experi-
enced scholar can profit.
Bischof's paper consists of a brief introduction to the history of intelli-
gence testing and the I.Q., to selected quantitative theories of intelligence
which are grouped as defining intelligence as problem solving, and then
some elaboration of the Thurstone primary mental abilities approach,
together with presentation of a sample test and a brief cataloging of avail-
able tests. The paper is rather clearly written. It utilizes a pictorial rather
than a statistical presentation, because of the complexity of the statistical
ideas which are necessary to deal with the quantitative theories at their own
level. My objections to the paper center about the fact that the audience
which it should serve is not clear: if this is a beginning-course audience,
then the variety of theories, several outmoded, is not necessary, and more
concentration on the relation of intelligence to other variables is desirable;
if it is an advanced-student audience, the statistical nature of the theories
really ought to be met directly, not avoided by pictorial means; if it is a
non-psychologist audience, there is not enough concern for the uses and
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misuses of intelligence tests, in addition to the objection already registered
for the beginning-course audience. (I also feel that the pictorial method and
the text both fail to communicate the views of Thomson and Thorndike
adequately.)
The paper by Ittelson and Cantril contains a general discussion of the
nature of perception, methods for studying it, its role in living, and its
characteristics in operation. It is well written and clearly organized, and
thus makes available a brief treatment for those who want to know what the
Princeton group is up to. Their "transactional" view is utilized and the
main purpose of the paper is to explain it. The authors say this view has its
roots in the writings of Dewey and Bentley; it stresses the interdependence
of all aspects of a perceptual situation, including the fact that perception is
an active process in some perceiver. Perception is said always to be unique
(skirting dangerously close to the position which would remove perception
from the realm of scientific study by denying the possibility of deriving
laws, i.e., statements of some degree of generality about it), and also to
exhibit the feature of externalizing, so that the world we experience is the
product of perception, not the cause of it. My reactions to this as a view are
colored by my reading of other publications by the Princeton scholars and
their forerunner, Ames. I find them difficult to read because of the use of
many common words with local definitions which take time to absorb:
significances, except-fors, hitch, form and flow, are but illustrations of the
many words which have to be partially re-defined or delimited before one
can read this writing. More important, I fail thus far to find much that is
new or different in the transactional view. It contains elements of Gestalt
reasoning and of Allport's views, and is markedly influenced by Ames and
his demonstrations, but it does not in my opinion deal adequately with the
theory of perceptual development (which it should by its nature), with how
perception relates to judgment, or with the r6le of language in perception.
I cannot resist a final remark: the editor's introductions to the papers
are uneven in character; furthermore, that in the Frank paper is over-
inclined to exalt the author, while that in the Ittelson-Cantril paper exalts
the view. There is no need for this.
CLAUDE C. BUXTON
THE METABOLISM OF ALGAE. By G. E. Fogg. New York, John Wiley
and Sons, 1953. 149 pp. $2.00.
This excellent monograph, citing over 300 references to algological litera-
ture, surveys the field of algal metabolism-the chemical composition of
and transformations brought about by algae-from the viewpoint of com-
parative biochemistry. It is not a general physiology; there are, for exam-
ple, no discussions of sexual substances or processes, phototaxis, nor
dormancy.
Up to the present there have been but a half dozen-odd books or major
articles dealing with algal physiology. The publication of this book indicates
that there is now a sufficient body of data on algal metabolism to make
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